Compensation to be raised to Rs 5 lakh says Kadam

**VIVEK DESHPANDE**

The state government has decided to raise compensation to Rs 5 lakh for a family in an accident from Rs 2 lakh to Rs 5 lakh. This was announced by Forest Minister Patangarao Kadam at Tadoba-Andhari Tiger Reserve.

Kadam visited the Tadoba-Andhari Tiger Reserve (TATR) and its buffer areas on Wednesday in the wake of two successive incidents of tiger poaching there.

Addressing mediapersons, the Minister reiterated that protests against poaching cases were being handled by the TATR Forest Division, which will also be combined by the Union ministry of law and judiciary and the states.

A large forest area will thus be formed from the Chhindrapur and partly from Bhedaghat division.

It is also informed that the Maharashtr ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES has approved an up to Rs 5 lakh line passing through forest areas under the protection of the state that has sanctioned in its procedure. The measure is against the backdrop of the large number of poaching by electrocution and the large number of poaching by electrocution in the TATR landscape.

He also announced that forest surveillance has been enhanced from 33 sectors concentrated into 44 wards, thus making the surveillance of the state more focused.

More than 334 bus and 12 bikes will be provided for TATR.

Raj Thackeray began his three-day visit to TATR on Wednesday monitoring, he added.

The Minister earlier visited the Godimoshed spot where two tigers were trapped last month. He then went to TATR areas affected by forest poaching.

**ANIMAL ATTACKS/HABITAT**

Kadam also inaugurated a new "eco-tourism route" of about 14 km in TATR to attract tourism. He also inaugurated a new "eco-tourism route" of about 14 km in TATR to attract tourism. The route has good wildlife visibility. 'Chief Minister Conservator of Forest (Wildlife) W N Nagpuri told The Sakal Express. The idea is also to involve local villagers in tourism management and the process for legal upkeep for TATR.
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The private construction and (right) an alleged illegal road under NREGS in Khudupdewadi in sanctuary area

It is against the backdrop of the large number of poaching by electrocution and the large number of poaching by electrocution in the TATR landscape.

As at oken of gratitude to our defence personnel, in recognition of their service, the Minister reiterated that probe into the beat management easier and TATR landscape. "The route has good wildlife visibility," Principal Chief Conservator of Forest (Wildlife) W N Nagpuri told The Sakal Express. The idea is also to involve local villagers in tourism management and the process for legal upkeep for TATR.
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